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Abstract

The COVID-19 crisis has changed how firms and industries do business – at least for now. What is uncertain, is the duration of that change. Will the industry change induced by the COVID-19 crisis persist and, if so, for how long? Can a crisis, and particularly the COVID-19 crisis, act as a more permanent change agent and create an environment that mimics the entrepreneurial opportunity that industry forcing functions create? If yes, then there is cause to consider the entrepreneurial opportunity that the COVID-19 crisis provides.

In this paper, we review the changes that the pandemic has brought to business practices. Furthermore, we discuss the differences between crisis-based opportunity and entrepreneurial opportunity created by industry forcing functions in order to illuminate the ability of a COVID-19 crisis–induced Low Touch Economy to sustainably create entrepreneurial opportunities. We show examples and list the attributes of industry forcing functions that have already provided sustainable entrepreneurial opportunity. Then, we match these attributes with the factors related to the COVID-19-related Low Touch Economy.

We find that the COVID-19 crisis has similarities and differences to traditional industry forcing functions started by disruptive technologies. However, unlike traditional industry forcing functions, the COVID-19 crisis acts in a pan-industrial manner, making the impact of the pandemic more profound. Furthermore, the timing of the pandemic is important: the COVID-19 crisis struck during the emergence of a Schumpeterian wave of Industry 4.0 and accelerated the adoption of its most important harbingers. We provide researchers and practitioners a lens through which to review not only the COVID-19 crisis’s possibility of lasting effects, but also how it will affect entrepreneurs.
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Introduction

Even in 2021, COVID-19 still continues to affect the everyday lives of people, organizations, and countries. This crisis stressed our society and revealed health, economic, and political vulnerabilities. Worldwide lockdowns limited global and domestic flow of travel and trade [Ho, Maddrell, 2021]. Further significant changes have been observed in how business is conducted creating the Low Touch Economy that practitioners and academics alike are debating about to determine whether it will sustainably shape future consumer behavior [Santos Vieira de Jesus et al., 2020; Sheth, 2020].

As socioeconomic, cultural, and political relations are being reconfigured due to the pandemic, we witness disruptions in business practices, leading to major uncertainty about the future. Currently, businesses of all sizes are rapidly adopting novel digital technologies [Liguori, Pitz, 2020; Sharma et al., 2020] and leveraging their local and virtual communities [Floetgen et al., 2021] in order to remain resilient and agile during the crisis. The pandemic appears to have changed the basic assumptions we held about business and social life [Anker, 2021]. However, it still remains to be seen whether these changes will stay once everything is back to normal [Sheth, 2020].

While crises are usually major and negative events, they can create opportunities for starting or changing a business [Doern et al., 2019]. Will the COVID-19–induced Low Touch Economy lead to the sustained generation of entrepreneurial opportunities [Stanciu et al., 2020]? There is a group of socioeconomic change agents that have created sustainable entrepreneurial opportunity and academics refer to this group as industry forcing functions. Industry forcing functions can be regulatory, technological, or policy-driven. For example, the US Clean Air Act of 1970 changed how the automobile industry did business and eventually initiated the development of a new industry [Gerard, Lave, 2005] through sustained entrepreneurial opportunity. These types of regulation initiate an innovation express for those with entrepreneurial capacity. Technology-based forcing functions often create supplementary industries — such as, in this case, the development of the "cleanroom industry" [Chavez et al., 2017] — by stimulating entrepreneurial action in new and existing firms. An example of a policy-based forcing function is the Marshall Plan [Agnew, Entrikin, 2004] that also created long-lasting entrepreneurial opportunities. But what about the COVID-19 pandemic and the policies, regulations, and technologies surrounding it? To assess the potential of the COVID-19 crisis to create lasting entrepreneurial opportunities, we discuss the factors unique to the COVID-19 pandemic and how these factors compare to industry forcing functions.

We show how the COVID-19 crisis induced the Low Touch Economy, which is a great match to industry forcing functions. However, one major difference is that industry forcing functions usually start out in a single industry and then expand to others. The COVID-induced Low Touch Economy is unique due to its pan-industrial nature. This aspect of the pandemic has an exceptionally large impact upon entrepreneurial opportunity. We establish that the pandemic’s pan-industrial nature alone can serve as a forcing function to induce the generation of new ideas, inventions, and innovations. Yet, the pandemic has also accelerated the disruptive Schumpeterian wave of Industry 4.0. Implications for research and practice are discussed.

COVID-19 Crisis and Shifts in the Economy

Most definitions describe a crisis as an “extreme, unexpected, or unpredictable event that requires an urgent response from organizations” [Doern et al., 2019, p. 401]. Although there are different types of crises, all of them have three elements in common: surprise, threat, and a short response time [Durst, Henschel, 2021]. The COVID-19 crisis is no exception. Furthermore, it is also transboundary. On the one hand it easily cuts across geographical and policy boundaries [Boin, Lodge, 2016]. On the other hand, it also crosses industrial boundaries and affects a wide range of industries and sectors simultaneously [Ivanov, Dolgui, 2020].

In fact, the coronavirus pandemic clearly has an impact on virtually all manufacturers, retailers, and wholesalers globally. According to [Ivanov, 2020] 94% of the Fortune 1000 companies experienced coronavirus-driven supply chain disruptions and that at least 5 million companies globally rely on at least one tier-one or tier-two supplier in the Wuhan region of China, COVID-19’s origin. Beyond the disruption of the direct supply chain activities, the coronavirus measures led to the creation of the Low Touch Economy [Santos Vieira de Jesus et al., 2020] and caused simultaneous disturbances in both supply and demand, initiating a ripple effect and performance degradation in terms of revenue, service level, and productivity [Ivanov, Dolgui, 2020].

The Low Touch Economy refers to a new state of the economy, a result of the COVID-19 pandemic control and mitigation health measures that led to behavior shifts and economic disruption [Santos Vieira de Jesus et al., 2020]. Companies in the context of the Low Touch Economy have to adapt their business models, create high impact innovations, and flexibly navigate the pandemic’s aftershocks in the global economy, and do so with respect to the new hygiene measures and constraints on business-as-usual. These measures

---

include the substitution of offline events for virtual ones, the reduction of physical interactions between employees and consumers, the use of online tools and apps to interact and work, travel bans, limitations on large gatherings, and the isolation of vulnerable groups [Santos Vieira de Jesus et al., 2020].

The low touch aspect is very important for understanding the impact and entrepreneurial opportunity that the COVID-19 crisis presents, and it has a profound impact on both the content and the process of the business practices as we know it. Analyzing previous crises, such as the 2008–2009 global financial crisis, research suggests that the service side of businesses was much less disrupted and even the manufacturing sector could rely on the maintenance and after-sales services in order to compensate for the production disruption [Rapaccini et al., 2020]. In the current situation, however, services have become highly complicated (if not put on hold) due to the national lockdowns and international travel bans. The current trends that emerge as a result of these disruptions include: uncertainty of demand, an increase in the role of technology in search for agility, and increased focus on collaboration, social, and environmental innovation [Sharma et al., 2020]. We further expand upon these trends.

**Uncertainty in Demand**

In the past year, certain sectors, such as automobiles, crude oil, and transportation, have experienced a tremendous decline in demand due to COVID-19 restrictions. Yet, the business areas necessary to facilitate remote working, online education, and the supply of essential goods and services have witnessed explosive growth [Anker, 2021]. Certain businesses, like firms operating in the healthcare sector, were forced to match demand-supply equations on a daily basis [Sharma et al., 2020]. What is common in these changes across the sectors is the inherent unpredictability of the change.

The COVID-19 crisis is an example of such change originating not from human agency, but rather brought upon by natural forces beyond human control. This crisis truly challenged the main assumption of the current business practice: predictability that promoted efficiency as the dominant criteria of success [Anker, 2021]. Almost overnight, lean, efficient, and planned-to-the-second operations that used to be a core capability became a core rigidity, to rephrase Leonard-Barton [Leonard-Barton, 1992]. The uncertainty that the pandemic brought, required firms to transition from the “planning soloist” mindset to the “hedging networker” approach to business [Harms et al., 2021]. Both business and governments engaged in developing multiple parallel diversification initiatives, developing policies and collaborations to overcome the disruptions caused by COVID-19, and transition until things return to normal.

Under the assumption of uncertainty, a diversification strategy with three or more distinct and independent supply chains for the same process allows businesses to become less reliant on one large market, region, or nation [Anker, 2021]. Making use of a similar idea of reducing reliance on the predictability of global operations, more and more companies turn to their local ecosystems. Previously, such decisions have been described in the contexts of sanctions and forced isolation of countries, such as Iran [Aliasghar et al., 2020]. Nowadays, however, examples come from a variety of industries spanning from emergency response and 3D printing of lung ventilators [Belhoudé, 2020] to hospitality businesses hustling within their local ecosystems to create new partnerships and compensate for the closure of the hotels and restaurants, and cancellations of events [Harms et al., 2021]. Technology harbingers of Industry 4.0 definitely provide new means to support local supply chains [Walsh, 2001]. The move from mass production to mass customization brought on by one of the technologies underpinning Industry 4.0—3D printing—made supply lines shorter [Elders et al., 2001].

This use of Industry 4.0 technologies increases diversification, which, in turn, increases resilience. The entrepreneurial action comes, however, from recognizing change and rapidly taking advantage of it. Agility and flexibility are important aspects of the entrepreneurial mindset [Shepherd et al., 2010; Hattenberg et al., 2020] and are often based on major technological improvements—in our case those technologies underpinning Industry 4.0.

**Increased Role of Technology**

Technology has emerged as an important factor that determines the success or failure of a firm during COVID-19 [Sharma et al., 2020]. Currently, firms simultaneously adopt numerous technologies that can give them visibility across the value chain. Furthermore, firms also adopt technologies that help in improving efficiency and agility in the context of the Low Touch Economy [Sharma et al., 2020]. These technologies include digital platforms [Ruutu et al., 2017; Floetgen et al., 2021], innovative logistics solutions [Rapaccini et al., 2020], predictive analytics, and systems based on Internet of Things [Paiola, Gebauer, 2020; Rapaccini et al., 2020]. At the service of multinational retailers such as Amazon, they were critically important to enable the governmental lockdowns: without the multinational retailers’ vast supply chain ecosystem and logistic solutions, and their willingness to quickly adapt operations to support governments’ emergency policies, lockdowns would have been impossible [Anker, 2021]. Furthermore, digitalization has also democratized the marketplace, opening up novel opportunities for connecting with customers. Virtual business channels challenge business models of traditional entrepreneur-
ship [Nambisan, 2017], but provide a unique opportunity to reinvigorate the search for product-market fit and the hunt for new business models capable of surviving and thriving in a COVID-19-impacted world [Liguori, Pitz, 2020]. In fact, among all of the digitalization projects, technologies that are closely linked to the development of advanced service and digital offerings (e.g., connected products and data valorization, diagnostic and preventive maintenance, customer relationship management, and ticketing and troubleshooting to provide remote assistance) are currently accelerating at the highest speed [Rapaccini et al., 2020].

However, digitalization brings not only opportunities, but also challenges. The highly iterative nature of digital products and services requires entrepreneurs and small businesses to quickly acquire the corresponding competencies and resources for effective deployment [Liguori et al., 2020]. This means that the strong capabilities developed in one sphere of the business may become core rigidities [Leonard-Barton, 1992] unless the business is capable of transforming them at an ever-increasing speed, transitioning from ordinary to dynamic capabilities [Teece, 2014]. This transition will, however, put additional strain on resources and capabilities, which are not always readily available, especially in younger and smaller firms [Sapienza et al., 2006] or minority-owned businesses [Walsh, Linton, 2011; Neumeyer et al., 2020] that traditionally lack resources and competencies for experimentation and development.

Social Innovation for Resilience

In the search for resilience, researchers also note, along with the technology, there was an upheaval of the consideration for humans and human capital. The COVID-19 pandemic has profound socio-psychological, physical, and technical implications for entrepreneurs and employees [Carnevale, Hatak, 2020]. It is described as a “growing interest in personal well-being that minimizes person-to-person contact due to the experience of the pandemic” [Lee, Lee, 2021, p. 5]. Since the COVID-19 pandemic required businesses and people to reconfigure their forms of sociality [Santos Vieira de Jesus et al., 2020], digital servitization came as a solution for business to reach out to customers in the Low Touch Economy reality [Rapaccini et al., 2020]. Kirk and Rifkin [2020] even suggest that the pandemic has changed who we are as humans: the exponential increase in digital technology that replicates social interaction pushes the boundaries between human and machine, leading to digitally mediated sociality.

Yet, despite the digitalization and the Low Touch Economy, the shared goal of controlling the spread of COVID-19 renewed the importance of a sense of community [Lee, Lee, 2021], transforming the ultimate form of recognition from the individual achievement into the acknowledgement of care for others. For example, in the first months of the COVID-19 lockdown, the ride-sharing provider, BlaBlaCar, has successfully introduced a new platform—“BlaBlaHelp”—through which communities can support one another with grocery shopping and delivery of essential items, including medicines. Within 72 hours, more than 20,000 people registered on the platform. This occurrence has further increased not only awareness about the platform but also the trust in BlaBlaCar’s values and services, which additionally resulted in a significant increase in summer holiday bookings via its platform [Floetgen et al., 2021].

The Low Touch Economy induced by COVID-19 has, therefore, changed how firms operate (shifting the managerial focus from eliminating slacks in search of efficiency toward building resilience to counteract uncertainty), how they compete (changing the praised hero from an achiever to someone who supports the community and cares for others), where they compete (moving transactions to the digital marketplace basically overnight), and the tools they use to do so (as we can witness in the ever-increasing technology adoption rates). However, disruption oftentimes brings about the most significant innovations and improvements [Christensen, 1997]. Numerous voices suggest that the pandemic will result in major societal shifts and that it will bring long-lasting positive outcomes [Kirk, Rifkin, 2020].

COVID-19 Crisis as a Source of Opportunity

While crises are usually major and negative events, they can lead to new opportunities for starting or changing a business [Doern et al., 2019] and fuel business expansion [Eggers, 2020]. A crisis can act as an “external enabler” [Davidsson, 2015], triggering new products, services, and venture ideas, enhancing outcomes of new and ongoing ventures, and reshaping existing products and ventures [Davidsson et al., 2021; Doern et al., 2019]. Yet, previous research has shown that crises can also stretch institutions to the limit, rendering standard operating procedures inappropriate and severely testing professional norms [Boin, Lodge, 2016]. This is due to the departure from the pre-existing systems, procedures, and capabilities that novel ventures can be highly effective at alleviating suffering [Shepherd, Williams, 2014]. Hence, the uncertainty of the COVID-19 crisis may be the source of life-changing disruptions as well as a possibility for future development [Springer, 2020].

In the context of the COVID-19-induced Low Touch Economy and uncertainty, we note an accelerated adoption of novel technologies that allow for higher agility and resilience of both businesses and communities [Rapaccini et al., 2020]. Where television, social media, and other transformational technologies often took years to achieve widespread adoption, many of the digital and technological offerings currently introduced face few or no barriers in the process of active experimentation and adaptation to the Low Touch Economy induced by COVID-19 [Kirk, Rifkin, 2020].
In healthcare, digital health has been accelerated [Lee, Lee, 2021] and telemedicine is said to have reclaimed center stage [Marin, 2020]. For manufacturing firms, the post-COVID-19 era could finally experience the massive adoption of industrial internet, condition monitoring, predictive maintenance, digital rooms, augmented and virtual reality, and digital twins in services and solutions [Rapaccini et al., 2020].

As digital technologies have profound effects on entrepreneurial processes [von Briel et al., 2017], these changes offer novel challenges and opportunities for the entrepreneurs of tomorrow. Entrepreneurial companies are those innovative, proactive, and risk-taking actors that pioneer new markets, discovering new opportunities and actively experimenting to address them [Miller, 1983; Shane, Venkataraman, 2000]. The value entrepreneurs place on autonomy, their tolerance of uncertainty, and their ability to approach new situations openly and proactively often help them thrive in highly uncertain and demanding environments, such as the COVID-19 crisis [Carnevale, Hatak, 2020]. It is the combination of the proactive entrepreneurial and market orientations that allows companies to overcome or even benefit from challenges imposed by the crisis [Eggers, 2020]. When incumbents actively hedge their options based on what is within their control, monitoring their actions appears to bring limited benefits as compared to capitalizing upon the upcoming technologies, market trends, and opportunities [Beliaeva et al., 2020; Walsh, Kirchhoff, 2003]. The digitalization brought by the COVID-19-induced Low Touch Economy opened up novel channels for entrepreneurs to connect with their stakeholders [Liguori, Pittz, 2020]. Those small and agile players have the advantage of building their ventures ex nihilo based on novel approaches and technologies. Furthermore, abundant in the digital world, specific sources of social support—such as positive feedback from customers—may ultimately enhance the entrepreneurs’ well-being in the context of the Low Touch Economy of reduced physical and social interaction in daily business conduct [Carnevale, Hatak, 2020]. This proactive orientation and flexibility to follow the market is why young firms have a greater likelihood of surviving during crisis periods than they do during growth periods [Simón-Moya et al., 2016].

In contrast, the extent to which the new technology advances remain an integral part of the economy depends largely on whether the recent legislative and regulatory changes become permanent [Marin, 2020]. As COVID-19 spread across the globe, governments responded with denial; over-provisioning or panic-buying; obsessive cleanliness; various forms of protectionism; exertion of control over others; and more positive supportive responses, such as business support, enhancing capacity of healthcare and mutual aid [Maddrell, 2020; Springer, 2020]. With lockdowns and other low touch economy creating measures, governments forced to work outside established routines and practices, each country tends to respond in its own manner, mostly influenced by the standards adopted by national experts advising their governments on pandemic responses [Bakkeskov, 2016]. Under uncertainty and urgency, the potential for evidence-based policy is indeed limited, but to sustain the momentum created by COVID-19, it is necessary that legislation evolves together with science and technology.

As we are now in the middle of a lasting disruption, it is difficult to say what the post-COVID world will look like and whether it will continue creating sustained entrepreneurial opportunities. The pandemic experience is unprecedented in modern history, making it difficult to find a relevant reference point for comparison and informed foresight. Several authors have compared the COVID-19 crisis to earlier pandemics [Stanciu et al., 2020], natural disasters (for example, in political elections) [James, Alihodzic, 2020], and to the financial crisis of 2008 [Chen, Yeh, 2021]. In this article, we choose to take a different angle. Since the Low Touch Economy has a profound impact upon the technology adoption curve and requires institutions to adapt quickly, we seek inspiration in two examples of industry forcing function — the technological forcing function of Willis Whitfield’s cleanroom [Chavez et al., 2017] and the regulatory-based forcing function of the US Clean Air Act [Gerard, Lave, 2005].

**Industry Forcing Functions**

Willis Whitfield invented the modern-day cleanroom. This is how Cleanroomtechnology (2012) describes it: “The laminar-flow cleanroom created a work environment that was more than 1,000 times cleaner than the cleanrooms in use at the time. Within a few short years, $50 billion worth of laminar-flow cleanrooms were being built worldwide and the invention is used in hospitals, laboratories, and manufacturing plants today.”2 This has revolutionized manufacturing in electronics, changed the safety standards for hospital operating rooms, and stimulated further space exploration.

Passed in 1970, the Clean Air Act is the other example we want to mention here. It became one of modern America’s most consequential laws. Translated into real-world rules by the newly established Environmental Protection Agency, the act has since reduced air pollution in the United States by 70 percent—even as the population, the economy, and the number of cars on roads have grown [Gardiner, 2020]. Since lawmakers wrote the act to evolve along with scientific and technological advances, it has stood the test of time [Gardiner, 2020] and has not only impacted the citizens’ duration of life but also saved trillions of dollars [Gerard, Lave, 2005].

Although of a different nature, both disruptive innovations—the cleanroom and the Clean Air Act— can be


considered industry forcing functions. They have created lasting change by rendering the existing order of things obsolete and undesirable [Linton, Walsh, 2004] and drove the market toward the envisioned future standard [Davidsson, 2004]. Will the COVID-19 crisis, which disrupted our daily lives so profoundly and made us reassess the basic assumptions about business practice, sociality, and community, have a similar lasting effect in the future?

**COVID-19 as a Forcing Function**

Although regulation and policies can be industry forcing functions, most global economies have thus far enacted legislation and policies designed to have firms transition the pandemic. That is, the legislation and policies aim to support companies until the COVID-19 pandemic can be overcome and firms return to the pre-COVID dynamics of doing business [Fakhruddin et al., 2020]. These transition support policies and regulations do little to provide an entrepreneurial opportunity. Furthermore, individual countries react to COVID-19 in diverse manners [Baekkeskov, 2016], complicating a sustained response from businesses. These efforts alone would not have created a lasting change.

However, regulations that promote social distancing—and foster the Low Touch Economy—have already created entrepreneurial opportunities, among them those linked to digitalization [Scheidgen et al., 2021; Ligouri, Pittz, 2020]. Since the COVID-19 pandemic is still upon us and we observe that despite the vaccination efforts, new variants emerge and countries exit and enter lockdowns in an a-synchronized manner, we conclude that the world will carry on with a certain form of social distancing, making the move back to the old normal unlikely. We argue that this aspect of the COVID-19 pandemic creates entrepreneurial opportunity and acts like an industry forcing function.

However, while most industry forcing functions are based on technology or regulatory change, the COVID-19 crisis is based on disease transference and affects all and any industries independent of the technologies they use. The COVID-19 crisis is, thus, pan-industrial and creates these opportunities in many industry sectors. In fact, COVID-19 changes how we work and live [Ratten, 2020]. It has affected how we socialize, interact, and reward each other both as individuals and as a community [Anker, 2021; Lee, Lee, 2021]. Moreover, COVID-19 changes the discussions in supply chain management and shifts the focus from a simple financial consideration to a resilience and sustainability strategy [Sharma et al., 2020]. Once this strategy is implemented, this does not appear likely to change. However, a projection of the duration of these changes remains unexplored.

One manner in which to understand the duration of the impact that the current pandemic crisis brings, is to ask whether the COVID-19 pandemic has affected the Schumpeterian wave of Industry 4.0. The COVID-19 crisis occurred during the emergence of Industry 4.0 and, to a certain extent, the two are now intertwined. The Low Touch Economy induced by the crisis has affected both the supply side and the demand side of businesses and created a market-pull demand for disruptive technology [Walsh, Kirchhoff, 2003; Walsh et al., 2002]. Since the adoption of technologies grew faster in order to combat the pandemic’s consequences, the technologies underpinning Industry 4.0, such as block chain, Internet of Things, and additive manufacturing have been put to a much broader use [Paiola, Gebauer, 2020; Rapaccini et al., 2020]. Furthermore, as the change occurs in a pan-industrial manner, it gained broader acceptance and legitimacy, leading to more entrepreneurial opportunities and less resistance from the societal and regulatory sides [Kirk, Rifkin, 2020]. There is, therefore, evidence that the COVID-19 pandemic has accelerated the use of Industry 4.0's underpinning technologies and therefore affected and accelerated the Schumpeterian wave [Cros et al., 2021].

**Discussion and Conclusion**

Although crises and industry forcing functions have similar characteristics, they do, however, differ in duration. Industry forcing functions like policy, regulation, and technology development cause the creative destruction of industry standard products [Linton, Walsh, 2004]. Yet, they also create opportunities to redefine specific marketplaces and create new ones. A crisis most often affects many industries at the same time and is pan-industrial. Numerous policies are initially considered to transit the bad times. If the policies are successful and a crisis is transited, these types of crises tend to be regionally limited like the crisis of the German pension system [Sinn, 1999]. Other crises are not transited as well. These other crises take on aspects of an industry forcing function and do so in a pan-industrial manner.

The Great Depression is one of those crises that did not transit well. The generation that lived through the Great Depression [Aitkin et al., 1970] had long-lasting, ingrained thoughts toward banks and labor unions, and they translated their experience into politics, policy, and regulations, which many regard as the roots of World War II, as the psychology of the people changed and populations as a whole felt they had a lot less to lose [Rogler, 2002]. However, the Great Depression also created a generation that wished to create stable world economies and social justice [Brokaw, 2000].

Where does the COVID-19 pandemic and its resultant policies fit as a crisis? There is tremendous ambiguity and uncertainty involved in the COVID-19 pandemic [Durodié, 2020]. Two years into the crisis, a new variant of the virus, the Omikron variant, now re-intensifies the global pandemic. Not enough is known about our current vaccine’s efficacy toward the new variant. Is the worst of the pandemic, therefore, behind us or is the worst yet to come? Certain lasting effects of the pan-
Adapting to the new normal, companies have to innovate and increase their resilience and agility, but they need to do it in the context of new hygiene and health measures [Santos Vieira de Jesus et al., 2020]. The Low Touch Economy induced by COVID-19 has changed how firms compete, where they compete, and the tools they use to do so. Many predict that industry and firm supply chains will change dramatically and permanently due to COVID-19 [Anker, 2021; Sharma et al., 2020]. More importantly, the remote-working population is on the rise and many employers and workers regard this as beneficial and long lasting [Brynjolfsson et al., 2020; Carnevale, Hatak, 2020]. The pandemic has further accelerated the adoption of novel technologies that allow higher agility and resilience of both businesses and communities [Rapaccini et al., 2020; Kirk, Rifkin, 2020]. Future studies need to ascertain the effect that the COVID-19 pandemic has had in accelerating the embrace of Industry 4.0’s technological harbingers. Initial studies on block chain [Marbouh et al., 2020], additive manufacturing [Larrañeta et al., 2020], artificial intelligence [Ahuja et al., 2020], and Internet of Things [Alam et al., 2021] show that COVID-19 has indeed accelerated the disruptive, Schumpeterian wave of Industry 4.0 [Cros et al., 2021]. However, future research will have to follow closely how lasting these initial changes are. Furthermore, it is not clear whether these changes can fully replace business practice as we know it, or whether they will augment the portfolio of tools and strategies that businesses use instead. As such, we cannot yet predict whether, in the longer run, the global supply chains’ efficiency will become less important than the flexibility and resilience achieved through local collaborations and partnerships, especially in higher costs areas such as the EU and the US. We also do not know whether these initial changes will be an effective strategy against possible new outbreaks of viruses like COVID-19. Furthermore, the numerous developments that the COVID-19 crisis has induced reside on different levels (from an individual to industry and to society as a whole) and are not necessarily in equilibrium. The pandemic’s multi-level effects will also offer numerous future research avenues.
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